I. INTRODUCTION
nnovations in radar sensing are spurring new research in the area of target signature measurement and exploitation. The ability to characterize information extraction while under the effects of system uncertainties is critical to risk based design methods.
The use of existing systems theory prototypes such as the radar range equation is inadequate in fully characterizing the flow of information through the sensing system. Information theory prototypes enable the study of the propagating effects of various sources of uncertainty on system performance at the point of noise infiltration.
A. Historical Contributions:
Woodward and Davies [1] and Woodward [2] were the first to apply the information theoretic approach to the analysis of radar soon after the appearance of Shannon's original work [3] on information theory. More recently Bell [4] has suggested the use of an information theoretic approach to the design of radar waveforms. Dr. Bell formulated and obtained a solution to the problem of designing a waveform that maximized the MI between the target impulse response and the received signal. Recently, Leshem et al. [5] extended Bell's work to the case of multiple extended targets. Others have applied the principles of information theory to the area of radar target identification [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The area of uncertainty modeling and sensitivity analysis is wide ranging, drawing upon established fields such as the design of experiments [17] and classical engineering methods of statistics that lead to II. APPROACH
A. Systems Theory Model and Uncertainty
Using Fano's inequality, the max flow [15] criteria bounds the optimal Bayes error. Entropy and mutual information (MI) are analytically connected to the probability of error (P e ) and more generally the Neyman Pearson criteria allowing for the rate of noise infiltration to be related to the rate of entropy growth and ultimately to the rate of degradation of system performance.
The information loss associated with uncertainty sources can be characterized in terms of a confidence or reliability interval about the predicted system performance at each component of the system. The data processing inequality affords a method to determine information loss points and maximize information flow via component trades within a system information loss budget. An abbreviated and preliminary treatment of this concept is presented in [22] .
The method is applied to a multidisciplinary problem set to study the relative significance of various "unknown" operating conditions using Monte-Carlo simulation experiments.
B. Sensing Uncertainty Example
A related problem of interest is the measurement of airborne moving objects using high range resolution (HRR) waveforms. Two classes of system uncertainty are given in Table I as Sensing uncertainty and uncertainty resulting from Decision Rule Training Limitations.
The object under measurement by the sensing radar system can be viewed as a collection of scattered field sources filling an electrically large volume in space. The measurement of this object is subject to uncertainty identified in source 1.a at a fixed position in time. Target fixed body motion within the measurement interval induces scintillation within the scattering sources resulting in an additional increase in entropy. Imperfect knowledge of target position, velocity, and aspect angle also alters the statistical characterization of the random signature process (source 1.c). In addition, the random signature process interacts with an external environment (source 1.b) to further impact the statistical nature of the measured signature process. Only a subset of the phenomenon (parameters) underlying source 1 can be modeled and/or characterized within the decision rule training process resulting in a decision rule design that is less than optimal with respect to system performance.
C. Information Theoretic Sensor Channel
The radar information sensing system can be viewed within a discrete memoryless broadcast channel depicting the information flow through the sensing and processing components of a radar system as shown in Fig. 1 [22] , [23] . 
III. THEORY

A. Fano Based Information Theoretic Method (FBIT)
Fano's inequality [23] provides a mathematical means to relate the MI between H and Q, I(H;Q), to a lower bound on P e and can be written as an equality as in (1) [22] .
In (1), P e is a real random variable between 0 and .5 representing the probability of error of the decision algorithm. N c is the discrete size of the alphabet of H and Q. H(H) is the Shannon entropy of the discrete random variable H corresponding to the different target classes. The asymmetry factor  is a bias offset [24] fixed by architectural considerations that can be computed directly from the output of the decision algorithm. Let   I(Q;V) for N c = 2; where V is the binary discrete random variable where V = 1 when H = Q; otherwise V = 0.
Equation (1) can be written in terms of the inverse entropy function F as shown in (2) for equiprobable hypothesis case N c = 2. F is a deterministic strictly monotonically increasing function
The Data Processing Inequality [23] states that information can only be lost in the channel as shown in (3).
Using the relationship in (3), the loss associated with each link within the channel can be characterized as in (4) .
The cumulative information loss at each link in the channel can then be written as below applying (3).
Since F is a known function, the deterministic relation P e = F(H(H) -I(H;Q) + I(Q;V) ), for fixed H(H) and , determines the MI (I(H;Q)) needed to achieve a specified P e . Specifying a desired P e determines the amount of allowed IL Q via component (link) design. The respective information loss due to each link within the Markov chain H  X  Y  Q can then be quantified using equations (6a-6c). Under conditions such as those listed in uncertainty source 2 in Table I , the surrogate representation ' X  used in the training of the decision rule results in a non-optimal decision rule d'. This is represented by the altered entropic quantity H(Q') and more importantly I(H;Q'). The corresponding form of (4) 
If it can be shown that ) I( V Q;  I(Q';V) and that
I(Q;V) << H(H) -I(H;Q) and I(Q';V) << H(H) -I(H;Q') then;
Imperfect Training Loss  IL T∆  I(H;Q) -I(H;Q'). (8) The total loss in the channel is equal to the sum of all link loss components plus IL T∆ .
Thus, the probability of error can be estimated at various points in the channel using the approximations;
B. Propagating Effects of Sensor Uncertainty a) Propagating Link Loss
Uncertainty propagation is the study of how uncertainty in the output of a model (numerical or otherwise) can be apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in the model inputs [21] . As shown in Fig. 1 , the propagating effects of uncertainty will depend on the point of entry in the channel. The 
The mean cumulative loss given (12) follows from the linearity of the expectation operation and the additive relationship between the formerly deterministic quantities in (9) .
Propagating Link Loss to Link Performance
The Maximum Likelihood Estimate of P e is inferred at each realization of the statistical space ( c
) providing the random mapping to the link performance functions.
Under training where
, then the mapping to the decision rule d opt will be optimal as in (15) .
, the performance mapping function at Q' is represented in (16) . 
C. Uncertainty in Performance
It is desired to relate the independent sources of uncertainty underlying the variance in cumulative link information loss to the corresponding set of variances that combine to equal the variability in link performance in order to directly relate information loss to performance reliability. While this relationship is transcendental and nonlinear, when the uncertainty is small and tight about the mean, it is possible to approximate the inverse entropy function (F) by a linear relationship [25] 
The approximations for E[F(IL
and F'(
The cumulative link loss variance components are applied.
The variability in link performance is then decomposed into the individual sources of uncertainty being propagated at X  . 
IV. AN INFORMATION FLOW NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The application of the FBIT method to the study of uncertainty propagation is now illustrated within a simple radar sensor example.
An information loss budget is constructed for a baseline design.
Selected forms of uncertainty in Table I are introduced into the system to demonstrate the analysis of the effects of propagating uncertainty through the information sensing channel.
A. Radar Sensor and Target Model
Using scattering center modeling and the far field approximation, the scattered field associated with the target can be modeled at the output of a radar step frequency measurement system for the specified target aspect angle ( i i   , ) [22] . The measured and signal processed random signature process i n X  is then defined as in (21) wheren  is additive white noise [12] modeled as the sum of thermal white noise and quantization noise components. 
2) Modeling Leading Edge Estimation Parameters in t V 
The range alignment (along os l  ) of the measured signature process X  to the decision rule training process ' X  is imperfect and can be modeled through a positive bias r  assumed to be distributed U(0, .2) meters. The bias is applied to the phase center of the scattering cluster underlying X  .
3) Modeling Imperfect Training
The dissimilarity between X  with ' X  will be generated using a matched scattering center model configuration with X  .
The uncertain parameters of t
 only when X  is used directly for the training of the decision rule d.
B. Feature Discriminate and Decision Rule Design
The function f used to compute the feature discriminate Y  in Fig. 1 is developed from the squared error of the distance from the mean templates 
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Information and Design Trades in the Radar Channel
The value of the Data Processing Inequality is readily seen from Fig. 2-4 of the pro given for the v ng the use of ( resulting from MHz using the In Fig. 4 
VI. CONCLUSION
The FBIT method is developed for use in the research of information sensing applications. Measures are developed to identify information flow bottlenecks and to form an information link budget for system analysis. The FBIT method is applied to an HRR radar numerical example. The propagating effects of various sensing uncertainties on system performance are characterized at the component level.
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